
A smart bike
for great cities



The ultimate city ride

Minute is not just your ordinary bike. It’s 
a smart city bike. We believe bikes are 
going to be the most important means of 
transportation in future cities.

A smart bike doesn’t mean we simply pack it 
with sensors and batteries, it doesn’t mean 
it’s an electric bike and it doesn’t mean you 
can use your phone as a remote control. It 
might do these things in the future, for sure. 
But we wanted to have the basics done right 
first and we found there is quite some room 
for improvements in todays bicycles. So we 
started experimenting and after one year 
at the drawing board and testing various 
prototypes, Minute was born.

Smart

We changed and improved some
fundamental bicycle elements:

Strong and robust small wheels

A body of  steel to last a lifetime

Two gears without the need for cables

A cableless coaster brake system

Light weight, easy to carry

Fast and agile, takes you anywhere
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Drive train

An internal two-gear hub makes it 
comfortable to navigate the city fast and 

smooth. The coaster brake means no extra 
cables or levers, and thus less maintenance.

The wheels

A smaller wheel is stronger, lighter and at least 
as fast as a large wheel. And thanks to a smart 

gear ratio, it doesn’t mean extra pedaling!
Moreover, it’s more responsive to its rider. 



Built to last a lifetime

A well-thought-out construction and a body 
of  steel. No compromises in durability and 
quality, just the essentials. Light-weight and 
convenient when carrying it up the stairs.

The details

Fast and beautiful straight handlebars with soft 
grips, an aluminium front carrier for your bag 
and stainless steel fenders so you and your 

bike will make it through the rainy days.



The specifics

Saddle Selle SMP black or 
Brooks B17 black

Drive train Sturmey Archer S2C two gear with 
coaster brake

Chainguard Black 1.5mm milled steel

Fenders Stainless steel

Handlebar Straight with soft black grips

Wheels 20 inch

Dimensions Length: 152 cm  
Height: 95 cm (minimum) 
Wheelbase: 100 cm

Frame height Ladies: 56 cm  
Gentlemen: 59 cm

Weight 14 kg

Price From € 695



Minute NEXT

At Minute, we are really curious how we 
can further improve cycling in the city. New 
innovations and technologies are popping 

up in rapid succession, and we have a strong 
ambition of  staying ahead on this. That’s why 

we put a strong emphasis on ongoing and 
dedicated functional innovation.

Join our quest to develop the ultimate 
city bike by contributing your ideas and 

experiences.

Join our Next City Bike Panel:
www.minute.bike/next

Our fans



www.minute.bike


